
Admin 
Dashboard
Content filtering for Chromebooks, 
iPads, Windows, and Android devices. 
In-school, hybrid, or fully-remote.

Pure cloud-based web filtering for 
Chromebook, iPad, Windows and 
Android devices

On- and off-campus filtering with 
lost device recovery- Anti-theftTM

Admin, Teacher, Parent and 
Delegate dashboard management

Detailed analytics and student 
safety, including threat and 
cyberbullying detection alerts

EDUCATION EVERYWHERE

Scalable to 
thousands of 
devices 

Cyberbullying and 
Self-harm detection 
across GSuite

Rich analytics per 
user, class & district    

Teacher, Parent and 
Principal accounts 
management

Youtube content 
and channel 
filtering

Chrome Extension 
and PAC file based

Fully GSuite for 
education compliant

Pure cloud-based 
filtering

AI-assisted web 
content rating

Anti-theft and 
device management

Multi-OS filtering

Billions of rated 
websites

A district-wide 
solution
BMEE is a multi-layer cloud filtering system 
that allows IT admins to push geo-localized 
filtering policies to every device. Web filtering 
is enforced to every device according to policies 
made of web, Youtube, content, time access 
management and application filter profiles. 

21st century digital learning brings a new 
paradigm where 1:1 classroom transforms the 
way teachers used to teach. BMEE is also a 

Microsoft partnerpartner



classroom management system 
that allows teachers to monitor 
every Chrome, Windows or 
Android screen in their class while 
at the same time collect analytics 
and enforce content. 

BMEE offers Student Safety- an 
AI-powered tool that allows 
administrators, principals, and 
delegates to detect harmful 
behaviour on any student’s Gsuite 
Gmail, Google Docs, Google 

Drive and Youtube account. The 
Anti-theft feature lets you track 
the exact location and activity 
of a lost or stolen Chromebook, 
sends a screenshot and collects 
information to identify the user.

Admins, teachers, 
parents, and principals
Administrators as key actors 
in handling school’s IT 
infrastructure now have the 
power to oversee every school 
Chromebook, iPad, Windows 
and Android device and deploy 
time- or location-specific 
filtering policies at any scale. 

With the Admin dashboard, 
you can create lists that block 

or allow defined URLs or web 
categories. Blocksi rates billions 
of websites and groups them in 
79 categories to choose from. 
You can apply granular filters 
within Youtube and create 
policies for in and out of school 
or time of the day. Some of 
the filtering capabilities can 
be delegated to the parent 
through the Parent dashboard 

and to the teachers through 
the Teacher dashboard. View 
detailed Analytics per student, 
class or per Organization unit 
for a certain time period and 
export a PDF report. 

These insights are available to 
the principal on the Delegate 
dashboard as well and can 
help track the students’ online 
presence and provide feedback 
on what works during class 
and what doesn’t. Admins 
can set up alerts, triggered 
when inappropriate content is 
accessed.
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Filtering On & Off-campus

Insight and Analytics

Device management and Anti-theft

Teacher dashboard

Parent dashboard

Delegate dashboard

Smart alerts

Student safety

Support

Training

Email only

Video support only
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